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Humorous and outrageous one of a kind stories and laughter, and a bit of snortin' too, that will keep you

rolling and wanting more. 9 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy, SPOKEN WORD: Storytelling

Details: HELLO!!! AND WELCOME to my world, where, Tammy Lee, IS your Link to Laughter! Tammy

Lee has raised 5 children and she is still laughing, she can help you laugh too! She lives on a Farm in

Kansas and even has the animals laughing with her. Tammy Lee is the perfect example that it is never

too late to discover ones gift and talents. She was 40 years old before she knew her laugh was a gift.

Tammy Lee has been told her gift of laughter is GOD-sent, that her gift brings more than a smile, it brings

light where there was darkness. It brings love where there was fear, and it has the power to break the

barriers to join people together. She is capable of Lighting Up rooms filled with people no matter what the

size, no matter what the age. The Love and Laughter that Tammy Lee possesses is so rare and unique,

the beauty of it permeates from more than her heart, and it soars out of her soul, Lighting Up all that she

comes into contact with. It is said that Laughter is the BEST medicine, Tammy Lee is just The Shot In The

Arm You May Need!!! You can start to experience that philosophy right now, pop in anyone of Tammy

Lees CDs and LAUGH your way into a Great day!!! Tammy Lee possesses the natural ability to illuminate

all those she comes into contact with. One cannot help to be affected by the positive energy that radiates

from her. Her unique and one-of-a-kind mystical qualities touches and transforms peoples lives. It is so

remarkable it almost seems super-natural. No doubt there is a higher power working within her.

Everywhere Tammy Lee goes she is connecting, locking Links with others one link at a time with her love

and her laugh, in this great Chain of Laughter, One of the Greatest Chains of Life. TESTED UNDER FIRE

- While in Active War, United States Soldiers in Iraq utilized the profoundness of the unique LAUGH and

Humor of Tammy Lee to reduce their Stress, Keep Spirits Up and Energy HIGH!!! If it worked for them, it
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can work for you. Welcome To My World (Population 1) is a Hilarious blend and humorous stories of

everyday life and Tammy's laughter and a bit of her snorting also, listen closely and you will hear it. Raise

Up Your Vibration With Tammy Lee and her cd...Giggle...that Rhymes. THANK YOU for purchasing this

CD!!! God Bless You!!!
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